Motor resonance is sensitive to long but not short modulations of physical exercise

Abstract
The aim of this study is to evaluate the mutual effect experience in a type of sport and the exertion of various levels of physical exercise have on the ability to recognize and decode others’ facial expressions. Twenty-one taekwondo athletes and 17 soccer players participated in this study. Each of these participants performed a facial-recognition task while running on treadmill, with the task being performed at five different running speeds (i.e., at rest, 60%, 80%, 100%, and 120% of maximal aerobic speed). The results of this study revealed that the participants’ motor resonance increased with greater effort produced. It also revealed that the practitioners of the fighting sport (taekwondo) were systematically faster and more accurate in terms of recognizing facial expressions than the practitioners of the team sport (soccer). The fighters’ advantage over the collective sports practitioners in regard to recognition performance was mainly present at conditions involving higher intensities of effort. In conclusion, our study reveals that expertise in fighting sports, which require precise decoding of opponents’ emotional states, is associated with enhanced ability to recognize facial expressions.
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Introduction
There are reported beneficial and lasting effects of physical exercise on cognitive function with increased blood flow to the brain and neurotransmitter levels, enhanced plasticity and develop brain volume. Moreover, it has been shown that physical activity can lead to a better concentration, attention and information processing. Recent neurophysiological studies shown that the mirror neuron system (MNS) allows an individual to determine or simulate not only another individual’s intentions, but also their state of mind, which facilitates the performance of appropriate interactions with the observed agent. During processing of the emotions shown through an actor’s facial expressions, mirror neurons fire and provoke an internal simulation of the observed motor behavior, which in turn evokes a similar emotion in the observer’s mind. This phenomenon is known as motor resonance. Motor resonance can be influenced by the short-term effects of levels of exercise, such as the one related to acute intensification of effort. It has been well documented that when an observer’s level of effort is increased, many cognitive functions are enhanced. This effort exerted by the observer may in turn induce facial movements that are congruent with the facial expressions exhibited by the actor. Theories concerning embodied cognition suggest that enhancement of recognition processes occurs when the facial expressions of an observer match those exhibited by an actor. During sporting competitions, the intensity of the effort athletes produce varies with the strategy employed and their physical capacity. Since the status of the athlete himself (their own fatigue) can influence their ability to recognize the facial expressions of their opponent (the actor), it is plausible that this ability will also be affected by the intensities of effort produced during the competition. In short, in this paper we wish to examine whether modifying the level of intensity of physical exercise can have an impact on observers’ ability to decode facial expressions associated with producing physical effort.

Motor resonance has also been shown to be sensitive to long-term influences, such as expertise in a particular activity; further, motor resonance is crucial in some sporting activities, particularly those that require direct evaluation of an opponent’s status. For instance, higher performance in fighting sports (i.e., taekwondo) relies on the ability of each athlete to accurately estimate the level of effort or fatigue his/her opponent is experiencing. This information can be used to efficiently manage the effort produced and to choose an appropriate fighting strategy in response. Supporting this assumption, a study by Calvo-Merino et al. mentioned that motor resonance is highly influenced by specific expertise in a particular physical activity. Another important finding to note is that motor resonance is increased by a higher amount when experts in a sport observe a short sequence of movement that is common in their domain of expertise than when they observe a sequence of unusual activity. Moreover, Meir et al. revealed that extensive practice in a specific sport can influence brain plasticity through the modification of the activities of the motor areas solicited by that sport. Considering the above, the present study evaluates whether expertise in fighting-sports (e.g., taekwondo), in which facial recognition represents a strategic ability, produces better recognition of facial expressions than expertise in sports in which such ability is less important (e.g., soccer). The present study aims to evaluate both the short-term (effect of level of effort produced) and long-term (expertise in a specific sport) effects of physical activities on the ability to recognize facial expressions associated with producing...
different levels of physical effort. An additional investigation here was to verify whether the impact of the short-term effect is modulated by the impact of the long-term effect.

**Methods**

**Participants**

Twenty-one expert taekwondo athletes (TKD, age 22±1 years; height 1.70±0.07m; body mass 70.1±7.5kg) and 17 soccer players (SOC, age 23±1years; height 1.70±0.03m; body mass 72.9±3 .7kg) participated in this study. Only TKD and SOC players with at least 10 years of experience in their respective sports and who participate regularly in national and international competition were included. Further, all participants were right-handed and possessed normal vision. All participants were volunteers and were informed of the procedures, methods, benefits, and possible risks involved in the study, and a written consent form was obtained from each. The experimental protocol was performed in accordance with the Declaration of Helsinki concerning human experimentation and was approved by the local ethical committee (decision number: 052/17). The experiment was conducted during the regular sports season, four to five months after the start of the competitive period; the participants were asked to maintain their regular training schedules throughout the experimental period (Table 1).

**Table 1 Participants biological parameters**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>YP</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Body mass</th>
<th>VO2 max</th>
<th>MAS</th>
<th>HR rest</th>
<th>HR max</th>
<th>HR e60</th>
<th>HR e80</th>
<th>HR e100</th>
<th>HR e120</th>
<th>La VO2max</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>TKD</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>11.3±</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>22.1±</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>178.4±</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>70.25±</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>56.87±5.5</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>16.25±</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>53±2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SC</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>10.9±</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>23.2±</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>177.8±</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>72.99±</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>56.62±5.25</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>16.18±</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>53±3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

N, number of participants; YP, years of practice; TKD, Taekwondo; SC, Soccer; MAS, maximum aerobic speed; HR, heart rate; E60, effort equivalent to 60% of MAS; E80, effort equivalent to 80% of MAS; E100, effort equivalent to 100% of MAS; E120, effort equivalent to 120% of MAS; La VO2max, blood acid lactic concentration A

**Experimental design and procedures**

**Physiological measures**

The participants underwent seven assessment sessions. In the first session, participants were provided complete information concerning the equipment and testing procedures that would be used and gave their consent to participate to this study; we also recorded their anthropomorphic and demographic data at this point. In session 2, participants were required to perform a VO2 max test, which was conducted by following the protocol described by Harling et al. This was performed in order to determine each participant’s maximal aerobic speed (MAS) in this study, MAS is defined as the highest speed reached and sustained for one minute during the VO2 max test.

In sessions 3-7 the participants performed facial-recognition choice reaction time (CRT) tasks while running on a treadmill. The tasks were performed while the participants were exerting five different levels of effort (E); rest (participant did not move), E60 (60% of MAS), E80 (80% of MAS), E100 (100% of MAS), and E120 (120% of MAS). In each stage, MAS was controlled by monitoring speed and heart rate, and the order of the five conditions was counterbalanced (Latin square).

The categorization of these levels of effort was based on the specificity of the efforts, naturally it would be difficult for the participants to maintain a maximum (E100) or a supramaximal (E120) intensity of their MAS for more than two minutes.

**Behavioral measures**

The task also involved the participants being shown 40 pictures of facial expressions, with 20 depicting moderate physical effort and 20 depicting intensive physical effort. The participants had one minute to reach the target speed for the level, at which point the task began automatically, lasting two minutes for each effort level, as mentioned above. The participants’ task was to indicate whether the faces displayed on the screen were expressing moderate or intensive physical effort. The order of the stimuli was pseudorandom. The instructions given to the TKD and SOC groups emphasized both speed and accuracy, and the participants did not receive feedback about the accuracy of their responses. Each image was shown for three seconds (Figure 1); each was preceded by a fixation cross (+) displayed in the center of the screen (for 750 to 1000ms), and this was immediately followed by a facial image stimulus. The image remained visible until the participants responded or if the response time exceeded 1000 ms; responses that were provided after this fixed duration were omitted from the analysis. The trial ended with a white screen, which served as an inter-trial interval (lasting from 1000 to 1250ms).

**Figure 1 A schematic representation of the sequence of events in a trial involving a picture of a low-intensity-effort facial expression (panel A) and that of a high-intensity-effort facial expression (panel B). Arrows indicate the direction of the evolution of the events.**

The stimuli used were color images (with dimensions of 17cm×12cm) depicting various males’ faces expressing different facial expressions associated with different intensities of physical effort. These images were obtained through the performance of a process in which samples of 10 participants (mean age 25.1±1.2years) were required to perform moderate- (60% and 80% of MAS) or high-intensity exercise (100% and 120% of MAS). Photos were taken when participants had produced the required level of effort for 90 seconds. A total of 40 photos (i.e., 10 participants expressing four levels of effort) were then used as stimuli for the trials discussed in this paper.

Stimuli presentation and response collection was conducted using the 2014 software Inquisit® version 4.0.5.0 (Millisecond Software® LLC) and the stimuli were presented on a 17-inch, high-resolution laptop screen (an Asus® N76V); this screen was fixed on an adjustable support placed in front of the participant’s head and at a viewing distance of 60 cm. Responses to stimuli were made using the dominant hand by pressing one of the two buttons on a 3M® ergonomic mouse (ref. EM550GPS) that was fixed to the ramp of the treadmill. The assignment of critical stimuli to response buttons was counterbalanced across participants (Figure 1).

Statistical analyses

Data are reported as mean±standard deviations (SD). All variables were tested for normality using the Shapiro-Wilk test and the results of this showed that the data were normally distributed. The obtained data (accuracy and reaction time (RT)) then underwent a three way-ANOVA with Sport Expertise (fighting vs. collective) as a grouping factor, and Effort-related Facial Expression (moderate vs. high intensity) and Observed Exerted Effort (OEE) (rest, E60%, E80%, E100% and 120%) as repeated measure factors. Significance was set at 0.05% (p<0.05). Calculations and statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 20.0 (SPSS, Inc, Chicago, IL, USA).

Results

Physiological measures

The results of the ANOVA of the biological measures showed no significant difference in VO2 max, MAS, HR max and LaVO2 max between the two groups (Table 1).

Response accuracy

The percent of correct responses as a function of the manipulated factors is depicted in Figure 2. The analysis revealed that the fighting sport group (F(1,36)=30.88, p<0.001, ω=0.99) interpreted facial expressions significantly more accurately (M=69%;SD=17%) than the collective sport group (59%, SD=17%). Additionally, overall, among the fighting group, facial expressions relating to higher intensity effort (M=68%, SD=18%) (F(1, 36)=13.78, p<0.001, ω=0.95) were significantly better recognized than moderate-physical-effort facial expressions (M=67%, SD=18.5%). The level of accuracy also varied significantly as a function of OEE (F(4,144)=8.50, p<0.001, ω=0.95). As can be seen in Figure 2, the highest level of accuracy was obtained with the E120% condition (M =70%, SD=17%) and the lowest was found with the rest condition (M=54%, SD=18%). Intermediary values were obtained for E60%, E80% and E100% (Figure 2).

Figure 2 Variation of the mean percent of correct response as a function of the type of sport expertise (fighting versus collective sport) and as a function of the intensity of the physical exercise (E) intensity (from rest to 120% MAS).

The factors of Effort Expression and Sport Expertise did not interact significantly (F(1,36)< 1,NS); however, the analysis revealed a significant dual interaction between Sport Expertise and OEE (F(4, 144)=2.7, p< 0.05, ω=0.73) and between Effort Expression and OEE (F(4,144)=4.1, p< 0.001, ω=0.92). Finally, the analysis did not reveal a triple interaction (F(4,144)=1.5, p>0.1). As can be seen in (Figure 2), the dual interaction between Effort Expression and OEE indicates that the rate of correct recognition increased with increases in the intensity of the effort exerted by the participants; however, the magnitude of the increase was more significant for the high-intensity facial images (rest=51%, SD=18; E120%=78%, SD=12%, d=17%) than for the moderate-intensity facial images (rest=58%, S=17; E120%=66%, SD=20, d=8%). The significant dual interaction between Sport Expertise and Exerted Effort indicates that the evolution of accurate response rate as a function of Exerted Effort differs for the collective and the fighting expert groups. As can be seen in (Figure 2), the evolution of the accurate response rate of SOC as a function of the intensity of the exerted effort is relatively complex, and it has an almost inverted U shape, with a lower recognition rate at the rest condition and at the E120% or E100%, and higher recognition rates at E60% and E80%. In contrast, for TKD, the evolution of the accurate response rate is almost linear, with the lowest rates at the rest condition and the highest at the E120%, while the other exerted effort conditions (E60%, E80%, E100%) induce progressive intermediary values. Further, the lack of significant triple interaction indicates that differences between the two groups of sport experts is observable in regard to their ability to differentiate between moderate- and high-intensity facial-expression stimuli.

Reaction times

Mean RT as a function of the manipulated factors is presented in Figures 2. The analysis revealed that experts in taekwondo (F(1,36)=5.9, p<0.02, ω=0.66) required significantly less time (M=521ms; SD=85ms) to recognize the different facial expressions than the experts in SOC (M=561ms; SD=91ms). Overall, the participants recognized significantly more (F(1, 36)=4.4, p<0.05, ω=0.52) moderate-effort facial expressions (M=544ms; SD=88ms) than intensive-effort facial expression (M=534ms; SD=9 ms). Choice reaction times also varied significantly as a function of OEE (F(4, 144) = 15.5, p< 0.001, ω =-0.99). Overall, increased in the intensity of physical exercise exerted by participant was associated with a reduction in the time needed to recognize facial expressions.

The analysis did reveal a significant interaction between the factor Effort-related Facial Expression and OEE (F(4, 144) <1); however, the dual interaction between the factors of Sport Expertise and Effort-related Facial Expression was significant (F(1, 36)=9.5, p<0.01, ω=0.86). The experts in taekwondo reacted faster to all facial expressions than SOC experts; however, it should be noted that this significant interaction suggests that the magnitude of the difference between the two groups was larger in terms of recognizing intensive facial expressions. A similar pattern concerning the enhancing of motor resonance during higher efforts than lower effort was also obtained in a relatively recent study; it is also interesting to note that this pattern concerning the intensity of the physical effort participants exerted, whereas long-term influences were inherent in their expertise in their sport (fighting vs. collective sport). We also attempted to verify if practicing a combat sport improves the mechanisms of motor resonance and, consequently, facial recognition of the fatigue exposed on the face of an opponent. As we did not find any significant differences between the two groups in terms of their physiological measures (Table 1), we will focus our discussion on the impact of the long-term and short-term effects of sport practice on facial effort recognition.

Effect of acute intensification of physical effort (short-term effect)

The obtained results clearly reveal that acute, short-term physical exercise has a large effect on facial recognition performance. Increases in the effort exerted by the participants were almost systematically associated with regular increases in correct response rate and with regular reductions in correct response latencies. Shorter RT and higher correct response rates were obtained when higher-intensity efforts were produced, and vice versa for lower-intensity efforts. This pattern of results corroborates the well-documented enhancement of cognitive functions with increases in exercise intensity. Several studies have shown that, compared to low-intensity activity or a resting state, a high level of aerobic exercise induces an increase in BDNF concentration, which positively affects cognitive function. It is also consistent with Davey’s exercise-arousal cognition-interaction theory, which predicts a linear relation between effort intensity, arousal level, and cognitive performance.

In addition, our study revealed some subtle effects that may contribute to the modification of the motor resonance condition. Undoubtedly, the highest levels of physical exercise (E120%) induced an enhancement in the participants’ ability to recognize all types of facial expressions. It must be noted, however, that the greatest enhancement was detected when the participants observed images of athletes’ faces expressing higher levels of physical effort.

Motor resonance pattern seems to increase during episodes of high-intensity effort, but not when participants exert lower levels of effort. It is also interesting to note that this pattern concerning the effect of the intensity of physical exercise was more pronounced in the TKD than in the SOC group. As will be discussed in next section, the fact that fighting-sport experts are required to be more sensitive to facial expression than collective sports experts may support the finding that facial recognition performance is enhanced during episodes of high-intensity situations. A similar pattern concerning the enhancing of motor resonance during higher efforts than lower efforts was also obtained in a relatively recent study; the authors used functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to examine brain responses to counterfactual statements concerning actions requiring high or low physical effort and compared them to equivalent factual statements describing the same actions. The results of their study revealed that the inferior parietal lobule, known to be the substrate of goal-directed action and an element of the motor resonance system, was more strongly activated during the presentation of statements.
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related to high-effort than for low-effort statements.

The obtained results revealed that a specific effect relating to high-intensity physical exercise, but not lower level, enhanced the participants' recognition of effort-related facial expressions. Thus, the contribution of motor resonance to facial-recognition performance seems to be restricted to higher-intensity physical effort conditions.

Effect of sport expertise (long-term effect)

The aim of this study was also to evaluate the long-term effect of exercise on the ability to recognize facial expressions. We expected that expertise in sports that require the strategic, intensive processing of facial expressions would induce better recognition performance than sports that do not require such ability, and the obtained results were clearly in accordance with this expectation. Overall, the fighting-experts group exhibited higher correct response rates and shorter latencies in the facial recognition task than those in the collective-sport-experts group.

The lower performance of SOC in the facial recognition task confirms the findings of preceding works showing that higher performance in this sport does not rely on intensive decoding of facial expressions but on intense attention focus on lower parts of the opponent’s body (hip, knee, ankle) as well as on the ball position.28,29 Further, the better performance of the TKD experts group in the facial-recognition task is also in accordance with other recent works. The recent study of Ruiz-Perez et al.30 indicates that taekwondo practitioners observe the trunk and head of their opponent in an attempt to predict their future actions. Moreover, Milazzo et al.31 also concluded that decoding body postures represents a crucial ability in taekwondo. The present study confirms and extends these results by showing that expertise in a fighting sport such as taekwondo clearly enhances athletes’ ability to decode facial expressions linked to effort.

Our results also revealed that expertise in fighting sports also produces subtle effects. The superiority of TKD over SOC in terms of facial recognition was maximal under the condition during which the participants were exerting the highest intensity of physical effort (120%) and were concurrently required to rapidly and accurately identify the facial expressions of athletes performing similar higher-intensity efforts. Presumably, the reason TKD experts performed so favorably under these two combined conditions may be related to their experience of higher-intensity fighting situations,16 in which fast recognition of opponent’s physical states is a crucial element. In a related study, Santos et al.17 examined 23 TKD games during the Beijing 2008 Olympic Games. They showed that the average ratio of attack time to assault preparation time was ~1:7, but that the intensity of combat increased during round 3, with the ratio being significantly reduced to ~1:5. These results proved that the later stages of taekwondo fights require much greater effort than the first and second rounds; this is because during the third round TKD fighters experience accumulated fatigue from the previous two rounds and, concurrently, they are obliged to maintain a more intense rhythm than that applied at the beginning of the match. These findings suggest that the physiological demands of high-level taekwondo practice are based on the aerobic and the anaerobic galactic processes.18 Our results are consistent with those obtained by Santos et al.;19 at the maximum intensity, the TKD fighters were able to respond quickly and with great precision. This demonstrates that the TKD practitioners had adapted to producing very intense efforts and responding rather quickly. Our results also accord with those of other studies; for example, Mang et al.30 found that high-intensity aerobic exercise induces increased plasticity in the M1 area.

It is also important to highlight the effect of the space of the game arena on facial-recognition capacity. According to the rules of the World Taekwondo Federation (WTF), the surface of the game mat is 64m2 (8m × 8m), and each time a fighter leaves this combat area they are given a warning (the deduction of a point). Therefore, TKD fighters are face-to-face with their opponents throughout the duration of the competition, which lasts eight minutes (two minutes x three rounds, with a one-minute rest period between each round). This face-to-face confrontation throughout the competition allows the TKD fighter to adapt to the facial expressions exhibited by their opponent during the match, which gives TKD fighters an advantage in terms of learning, reading, and interpreting such facial expressions. On the other hand, a soccer field has a minimum area of 4050 m², in which SOC players are mainly required to follow the movement of the ball and the placement of teammates and opponents in order to be able to predict future actions; hence, they have few opportunities to directly read the facial expressions of their opponents.30,31 In their study, Meier et al.16 suggest that structural adaptations are sport specific and are manifested in cerebral areas associated with the neuronal treatment of sport-specific-skills, which means that long-term sport practice can modulate cerebral plasticity in order to fit the specificities of the practiced sport.

The concept of motor resonance is a complex one, and it has been proposed to occur without conscious effort nevertheless this does not mean that everyone resonates with just anyone in any situation.32,33 Hence, the findings of the current study may be subject to other moderating effects such as individual characteristics. Indeed, research in social neuroscience and social cognition revealed numerous group biases in the processing of others’ internal states, participants show less neural activity in areas for social perception in response to out-group members and they hardly interpret their facial expressions than when observe in group members.34,35 These details must be considered when using the results of this study.

Conclusion

Taken together, the obtained results suggest plastic modification of the motor resonance phenomenon is caused through long-term practice in fighting sports. Further, the long-term effect of expertise seems also to mediate the short-term effects of the intensity of the physical exercise. It is likely that experts in TKD have learned to benefit from the increased motor resonance induced when they exert a high-intensity effort, allowing them to observe and recognize the facial movements of the opponent throughout the duration of a match.

Our results may have two main implications. The first implication is theoretical: the plastic modification caused as a result of developing the ability to decode facial expressions through long-term practice in TKD is probably sustained through cerebral plasticity; future neuropsychological studies involving functional imagery techniques may be able to precisely identify the cerebral structures involved in such modification. The second implication is practical: training methods in TKD sports rarely focus on developing athletes’ abilities to decode facial expressions. The present study suggests that this ability is a critical property of expertise in such sports. Inviting athletes to pay more attention to decoding facial expressions may positively contribute to the enhancement of their performance. It should be mentioned that this study has some limitations such as the small size
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